
Preliminary Report of Public Hearing 
On Unorganised Workers Welfare Boards

A Public hearing on Unorganized Workers Welfare Boards was held on 
26-05-12 in Nakkeerar Arangam, SRMU, Egmore Chennai from 11am to 5pm. 
It was organized by…Unorganised Workers’ Federation.The Panel comprised 
of Justice Prabha Sridevan, (Retd) Madras High Court, Sri.M.G. Devasahayam, 
IAS (Retd.), Prof. Saraswathi, Prof. Shanmugavelyudam and Dr.P.Neelavalli. 
Trade Union representatives and Unorganized workers from the Construction 
industry, Domestic workers, Street vendors, workers in the Handloom sector, 
Stone  Quarry,  Basket  weaving,  Sanitary  workers,  members  of  the 
Narikuravar  community  who  work  on  artistic  items  and  beadwork, 
Pudiraivannar  Occupational  and  Social  groups  of  the  Unorganized  sector 
among others. The participants were drawn from various Districts such as 
Chennai,  Tiruvallur,  Kanchipuram,  Villupuram,  Cuddalore,  Tiruvarur, 
Nagapattinam,  Perambalur,  Salem,  Karur,  Coimbatore,  Madurai  and 
Tuticorin.  They  deposed  through  28  oral  testimonies,  written  depositions 
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from 154  workers  &  representatives  and  represented  a  large  number  of 
affected unorganized workers.

The welcome address was delivered by  the UWF Secretary R.Leelavathy, 
who set the context being Unregulated Unorganised sector and Unprotected 
conditions  of  labourers.The  Inaugural  session  was  presided  by  Sri 
K.Balakrishnan, UWF Patron.  

Sri.Vellayyan  President  of  Traders  Federation  delivered  the  Inaugural 
Address saying that the livelihoods of the street vendors and traders need to 
be protected through a ban on foreign investment in retail trade and also 
welfare  measures  including  credit  need  to  be  provided  through  welfare 
boards, thus the livelihoods and social security are twin issues before the 
unorganized sector workers.

Background of the Issue:

Unorganized Sector employs 2 crores of workers in Tamil Nadu and over 40 
crores in India, with Women and Children constituting over 40%. This sector 
covers  a  range of  occupations  from construction,  agriculture,  handlooms, 
fish,  salt,  domestic,  street  vending,  forest,  sanitary,  dhobi,  service 
occupations, home based work etc. and create 65% of GDP but not even 
1% , let alone 3% of budget gets allocated for their social security.  Even 
though  they  are  in  various  occupations  they  have  no  identity  and  are 
invisible on records. Further the sector now has a high presence of migrant 
workers and child labor. There are many concerns of the unorganized sector 
that continue to remain unaddressed in the State and the public hearing was 
conducted to highlight such concerns and provide recommendations in this 
regard.   

Findings from the Depositions:

Unorganised workers, in the various occupations, have no identity and are 
invisible on records since there are no work records and so registration is an 
important felt need. Also the insecurity of employment and wages are noted 
in the various kinds of wage labour, be it construction, employing the biggest 
number  of  migrant  labour,  domestic,  sanitary,  handloom,  etc.  Also,  child 
labour and bonded labour are seen in many occupations. So, regulation of 
employment  and  wages  acquire  significance  and  that  is  provided  in  the 
Tamil Nadu Manual Workers’ Act 1982. 
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The  sectoral  Boards  and  Schemes  were  notified  under  the  Act  but  the 
Schemes notified do not reflect the special needs of the sectors but are a 
copy  of  the  list  of  schemes  for  construction  workers  and  even  for 
construction workers the regulation of  employment and wages as well  as 
safety  are  totally  missing.  The  Central  Acts  for  Building  and  other 
Construction workers are not being implemented and the Petition is pending 
before the Supreme Court. Except for construction and Auto, no levy is being 
collected in  occupations to  make the Boards self  sufficient  and even the 
small contribution by workers was scrapped. Now even the Welfare Boards 
have not been constituted by the new Govt.

According to the depositions, even the inadequate schemes were to some 
extent getting implemented earlier but in 2008, there seemed to be a move 
to weaken the Welfare Boards through 3 GOs, 122, 123&124 through which 
the  registration  was  put  under  VAO  verification,  resulting  in  delays, 
rejections and migrant labour being shut out of Welfare Boards. These GOs 
also resulted in administrative problems arising out of combining the Welfare 
Boards at the District level while earlier, separate staff for construction and 
for  other  welfare  boards,  Taluk  level  staff  were  administering.  Age 
certificates are to be issued by civil surgeons and not by Govt Doctors at 
municipal/PHC level,  while it is impossible to get age certificate from civil 
surgeon.

Among the construction workers who deposed, the migrant workers from AP 
and Odisha reported that even after working in and around Egattur, they are 
unable to get ration cards and unable to register with welfare board since the 
VAO is not willing. Also they reported cases of Rape of small children and 
that  after  the intervention  of  NCPCR,  the earlier  Govt  along with  UNICEF 
brought out a Policy on Migrant Child Labour but not implemented the same. 
Other  construction  workers  complained  of  non-payment  of  accident  relief 
while  it  must be noted that construction is  hazardous,  the Welfare board 
should intervene effectively not only to prevent accidents but also to provide 
relief  at  the earliest.  In fact,  since levy is  collected from all  sites,  it  was 
brought  out  that  there  should  be  compulsory  registration  of  workers, 
including migrant workers. Pension was reported to be delayed for years, 
due to Revenue involvement and there was a plea that it should be 15 days 
wages.

It was disturbing to hear of illegal detention of a domestic worker who was 
falsely  charged  of  theft  in  Bodi  (Theni  District).  As  far  as  the  Domestic 
workers, ILO convention and Recommendation as well as a National Policy 
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give a new direction  but  the special  needs of  Domestic  Workers  are not 
taken into account by the Welfare Board. Even the minimum wage fixed by a 
Govt committee was not notified by the earlier Govt. The sexual harassment 
at workplace is not being addressed by the separate Welfare Board.

It is observed that a large number of Application forms  given for Registration 
of Welfare Cards  (which would provide the identity) of Unorganised workers 
are  long pending,  not systematically processed and given on time, along 
with it is also the renewal of cards and Claims, neither of these are provided 
in a seniority basis. So Numbering of registration and claim applications must 
be the primary concern, and catered under seniority basis. Benefits such as 
Accidental  relief,  Educational,  Maternity,  and  Death  Assistance  are  not 
getting implemented and the claims are often delayed for years pushing the 
workers into being indebted forever. Unfair Rejections were also reported. It 
was reported that Pension Applications are long pending and it is unfair that 
even the small pension is denied to unorganized workers after decades of 
hard toil.

The social security of these workers are in stake as they not provided with 
any basic amenities, Housing facilities, Sanitation, and often prone to disease 
and sickness, children being affected in a large extent. The struggles they 
face are because of improper functioning of the Welfare Board which does 
not take into consideration their pleas and claims.

Narikkuravars, obviously a tribal group, is not considered as ST in Tamil Nadu 
and that was voiced in their deposition. They seem to be very vulnerable, 
their livelihoods is questioned because of various atrocities they face. They 
are condemned,  and harassed by the police  officials  while  they sell  their 
traditional materials on roadside or in trains, and this is their only source of 
income since they are marginalized from forests.  Though they are issued 
with license for Hunting, they cannot execute it for they are booked under 
Wild Life Act. They seem to have no proper housing and Child labour and 
child marriages were reported.

Sanitary  workers  are not  provided  with  any protective  guards while  they 
work, and so they become vulnerable to various diseases, besides they toil 
while being paid low wages as they work under contract basis and they want 
to be employed as permanent labour.

Street vendors and pavement dwellers are exploited on various levels. The 
Basket weavers are harassed in forests while they collect Resources they are 
demanded  with  huge  amount  and  when  selling  them  they  are  chased, 
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harassed and arrested by the police, apart from being homelessness. They 
seek protection, license and shelter. They are unable to register in Welfare 
Board since they have no ration card.

Salt workers , though are employed on lands owned by Central Govt, which 
collects Salt cess, the workers seem to be paid low wages for their hard work 
in  the  hot  sun  and  suffer  from  skin  diseases  and  even  blindness.  They 
pleaded for  monsoon allowance since they do not  get  employment for  6 
months, due to rains. They also live in pitiable conditions in small huts.

Women workers are sexual harassed in their work places, they are paid with 
low wages and are extracted with long working hours. Hence these issues of 
discrimination must be dealt in their respective Welfare Boards

   Hence the  Following  Recommendations  are  put  forward by the   
Panel to the State Govt for immediate Action to protect and provide 
for the Unorganised workers in the State:

1. Since 92% of State's workforce is in the Unorganised sector, Government 
must  immediately  formulate  a  comprehensive  policy  frame  work  for  this 
sector  that  has  diverse  segments,  in  consultation  with  concerned 
stakeholders  and  experts  and  establish  worker-friendly  institutions  and 
administer them in a honest and transparent manner.

2.a)As per the provisions of the T.N.Manual Workers Act 1982, employment 
and  wage  regulation,  dispute  resolution  and  social  security  should  be 
implemented by the respective Welfare Boards.

b)  A  system  of  levy  and  a  small  contribution  from  workers  should  be 
collected in all Welfare Boards. 

c) All Welfare Boards with registered women workers should form Complaints 
Committees on sexual harassment in every district.

 3.a) The registration and claims of persons of the unorganized sector must 
be with the labour depts. Since registration and claims have been affected 
due to the inclusion of Revenue Department in the Welfare Board and the 
independent relevance of  separate  Welfare Boards has been lost due to the 
G.O.s  122,123 and 124 (2008),these G.O.s should be withdrawn.
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   b) All Unorganised sector workers, including migrant workers, should be 
registered with the respective Welfare Boards.

  c) The benefits such as Accident relief, Assistance for Maternity, Natural 
death,  Education  and  marriage,  Pension  etc.,  should  be  provided  to  the 
workers  within  a  stipulated  timeframe,  in  a  seniority  basis(within  three 
months  of  application).  The  deponents  stated  that  even  replies   were 
received after years and some were lost. Hence, there should be a grievance 
redressal mechanism in every Welfare Board to deal with delays, denials, 
unfair rejections and to render justice. There should be monthly meetings in 
DCL offices in every district with trade union representatives to make the 
system participatory.

4.a) ESI should be extended to all unorganized workers through the Welfare 
Boards so that they could avail medical, sickness, maternity assistance and 
accident relief.

  b) Pension should be provided to all registered workers and the amount 
should  correspond  to  fifteen  days  wages  or  3000Rs.Maternity  assistance 
should be ninety days of wages, based on minimum wages. Accident relief 
should be given to all victims of all types of accidents and not only to those 
who have more than 40% of disability.

  c) Workers in construction, salt-pans etc., whose employment gets affected 
during monsoon, should be provided with contributory monsoon allowance as 
in the case of fish-workers.

  d) Decent Housing should be provided to all unorganized workers and patta 
provided to hut dwellers and pucca houses with basic amenities, while all the 
pavement dwelling labourers in cities  should be provided with shelters.

5.a) In Construction,,  as per the Central Act,  one percent cess should be 
collected from all,   including Central Government construction, with arrears 
from 1995.

 b) Provision of safety  and amenities at work-site and protection of migrant 
labourers  and  their  families  from exploitation  and  harassment  should  be 
ensured. 

 c) The Policy on Migrant Child Labour has remained on paper and should be 
implemented in      T.N.
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6.  In  the context  of  ILO convention on domestic  workers 2011 and Draft 
National Policy on domestic workers the Tamil Nadu Government should fix 
minimum wages and the Domestic Workers Welfare Board should take steps 
to  implement  the  national  policy  in  Tamil  Nadu  and  form  complaint 
committees on sexual harassment in every district as well as a Helpline.

7.  The Street  Vendors  Welfare  Board,  apart  from registration  of  vendors, 
must involve the local bodies and provide license, vending space, credit and 
shops to the registered vendors, on the basis of National Policy on Street 
Vendors.

8.a)  The  State  and  Central  Govts  should  take  immediate  steps,  to  give 
Narikkuravas ST status. 

b) A separate Welfare Board for Narikkuravas should be activated to ensure 
protection  from  police  harassment  and  other  forms  of  obstruction  while 
Promotion  of  Education,  Skill  training  and  alternate  livelihoods  including 
fashioning Bead jewellery, (to hunting) should be undertaken through self-
employment and cooperatives.  Narikkuravas girl  children should  be given 
special attention in terms of education through KGVE. 

c)  The Railways must  consider  giving the Narikkuravas a  special  pass  or 
identity proof so that they can sell their products without any hindrance or 
harassment in stations and trains.

9. Puthirai Vannar Welfare Board should be activated to ensure release from 
the  traditional  bondage  through  provision  of  land,  milch  animals  and 
housing.

10. Bonded Labour in stone quarries, brick kilns, rice mills  etc. should be 
identified and Release and Rehabilitation measures including Land, Housing, 
and other resources like quarries to pursue their traditional avocations in a 
co-operative manner provided through Welfare Boards. And those Bonded 
Labour  released  from  other  states  and  brought  back  to  TN  should  be 
provided with Release certificates and Rehabilitation measures.

11.  Sanitary  workers  who  are  employed  on  contractual  basis  should  be 
regularized  by  the  Civic  bodies  and  paid  equal  pay  for  equal  work  and 
Manual Scavenging abolished 

The Gist of the Oral depositons,were as follows:
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1. T.M.Chandiran,  Secretary  Nirman  Mazdoor  Panchayat  Sangam, 
deposed that though thousands of construction workers have not been 
registered,  it  has  become  difficult  and  even  impossible  to  register 
construction  workers,  especially  migrant  laborers.  Revenue 
Department interference G.O.s 122,123and 124 have been the reason 
for the difficulties faced by the Trade unions since 2008. Applications 
for pensions are pending for many years. They are rejected since they 
are not continuously renewed for 5years, while the offices are closed 
during  elections.  Periaswamy had  45% permanent  disability  due  to 
accident but only 2000 Rs was given and he refused to receive it. If 
permanent disability is below 40%, no relief is paid by welfare boards. 
Countless workers have been affected due to the callous attitude of 
the officials.

2. Clara,  co-ordinator  of  Tamil  Nadu  Domestic  Workers  union, 
represented the case of a Domestic worker in Bodi (Theni District), on 
whom a (false) theft case was foisted and was kept in illegal custody 
for 8 days, to protest against which there was a demonstration in Theni 
on the previous day.  Also  for  any theft,  the first  victim becomes a 
domestic workers and went on to say that registration, renewals, and 
benefits are being refused due to callous attitude of officials in various 
districts of Tamil Nadu, Even though minimum wage was finalized by a 
Govt committee after taking the state wide views, it was not notified 
and the situation continued with the present Govt and that justice is 
needed for Domestic workers in all the above matters.

3. A.  Santhanswamy,  Coimbatore  District  President  of  Nirman Mazdoor 
Panchayat Sangam, stated that welfare boards had been deteriorated 
and it takes 4-5 months for registration while claims for benefits such 
as  Accident,  Education,  Pension,  Maternity,  and  Marriage  etc  are 
pending for a number of years. Rejections are not even communicated 
to workers and many of them are unfair, so justice is urgently needed 
to make the welfare boards to function properly.

4. K.A.Nagaraj President Salem Zonal Construction-unorganised workers 
federation  stated  that  Records,  Applications  are  not  properly 
maintained by welfare boards and Accident relief is denied to victims 
who were affected in transit. The officials have callous attitude towards 
unorganized works and there is corruption.
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5. Seshamma,  Venkamma  ,Basket  weavers  from  Chetpet  Chennai 
deposed that they live on pavements without ration card hence cannot 
register with welfare board and said that they are constantly harassed 
by police and false cases are foisted on them hence are unable to sell 
the baskets on the pavements and they wanted shelter. 

6. Narasimha  Rao,Shankar  migrant  workers  from  AP  and  Odisha 
respectively  and  Ayyanar  President  of  the  migrant  labour  group 
submitted  that  as  migrant  construction  laborers  who  have  lived  in 
Egattur (OMR greater Chennai) for over 15 years, they have not got 
ration card nor able to register themselves in  TN Construction Workers 
Welfare Board  and that they have no protection  and get harassed 
constantly. In the same area 5 year girl child (father was present) was 
kidnapped and subjected to rape and previous to that was an incident 
when a girl  child from AP was raped and murdered. When this was 
raised before NCPCR, the Govt of TN was asked to make a study, the 
Govt after the study on migrant child labour, had a consultation with 
UNICEF  and  organizations  and  made a  policy  but  the  policy  is  not 
implemented till  now. Registration of migrant labour is a basic need 
and levy is collected from all construction sites while workers are not 
registered and  are  in  unprotected  state.  To  effect  a  change in  the 
exploitative conditions  of  migrant labour in big construction sites,  it 
was proposed that in each site, 50% local workers and 50% migrant 
labour should be employed.

7. M.Velu, President of Karur District Anaithu Thozhilalar Sangam deposed 
regarding  the  non  provision  of  accident  relief  to  a  tailor  who  was 
disabled  in  a  road  accident  and  also  non  provision  of  pension  by 
Welfare Board which is inactive in Karur.

8. Ayyakannu, Karur is a worker in handloom, who has not been provided 
with  pension  and  submitted  that  all  handloom  workers  who  are 
registered with welfare board should be provided with pension.

9. Shivakumar  Pudiraivannar  from  Chenji  deposed  that  since  they  (8 
persons)  belonged  to  Christian  Pudiraivannar  they  are  unable  to 
register themselves with Puthiraivannar welfare board and so could not 
get welfare cards.

10. Thirupathy  –HMS  submitted  that  unorganized  workers  welfare 
boards are uncared for and as per the law, the employment and wage 
regulation and guarantee is not implemented. Registration should be 
within  30  days  of  application  and  VAO  certification  as  well   as 
interference  of revenue department  should be withdrawn and also 
caste certificate should not be asked for. Claims must be honoured and 
assistance provided to workers and rejection should be avoided 
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11. Rajagopalan  from  Mannargudi  (president  of  TN  construction 
unorganized  workers  union).  deposed   and  stated  that  among  the 
workers  who registered themselves  as  construction  workers   in  the 
welfare board in 1995 ,ten thousand did not get pension and many of 
them had died and since natural death assistance is not provided over 
60 years, they never had any  benefits .he pleaded that pension to be 
given to all the registered workers.

12. Kasthuri  from Tiruvarur  deposed  that  her  husband died  in  an 
accident in 2005 and accident relief not provided till date and sought 
justice.

13. Muthulakshmi from Mannargudi deposed stating that even after 
six years since her on died in an accident;  she did not receive the 
Relief amount from Welfare Board.

14. Panchavarnam  TN  Manual  workers’union  representative  from 
Madurai stated that her claims in 2007 for pension was not honoured 
and said that 15 days wages should be given as pension.  She also 
stated that  welfare  card  is  not  given  to  applicants  due  to  revenue 
department interference and pleaded that welfare boards should be 
recognised and made accountable to workers.

15. R.Sadhu,  All  India  Construction  –  Unorganised  workers  union, 
deposed and stated that 137 members of his union who had applied to 
welfare board for registration, for claims for accident relief assistance, 
for  Natural  Death,  Maternity,  Education,  etc,  which  are  pending  in 
welfare  board  from  2007.He  had  represented  many  times  to  the 
district  office  but  the  claims  were  not  honoured  hence  he  sought 
justice through public hearing .

16. Sankar and Rani,  Narikkuravars from Pallavaram deposed that 
300 families  of  Narikkuravars  were  living  in  Cantonment  area,  with 
their predecessors living since 80 years, there is no drinking water or 
amenities for the hut dwellers. They stated that they got indebted to 
sell beads while the police had beaten the women and abused them. 
When  they  sold  beads  in  the  trains,  they  got  arrested,  false  case 
foisted on them and the women were stripped in the name of police 
enquiry.  Livelihood  rights,  license  to  vend  in  trains  are  important 
needs.  Many Narikkuravars did not  get welfare board card and one 
applicant for natural death assistance has been waiting since two years 
and the debt taken for the funeral has doubled.

17. Jayasankar, state coordinator of TAPVAS stated that unorganized 
workers federation had contribute to the formation of separate welfare 
board for Narikkuravars, but the special needs of Narikkuravars have 
not  been taken into  consideration.  On the one hand Gun license is 
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given for hunting but they are arrested under Wild life Act. Beads work 
is the only alternative but government does not give support, and they 
are  harassed  everywhere.  License  to  vend  is  a  basic  need  to  be 
provided  by  Civic  bodies  and  the  Railways.  The  new  Govt,  having 
completed one year has not started registration of  Narikkuravars in 
welfare  board.  Also  the  State  Govt,  has  not  recommended  to  the 
Central Govt, for inclusion of Narikkuravars in ST list. All children have 
become child  laborers  and  especially  Girls  have  no  education,  and 
child  marriages are common,  so KGPV should  be implemented with 
hostel facility.

18. B.M.K.Thangaraj, Organizer of Bonded labour in stone quarries, 
deposed before the Panel stating that the bonded labour system was 
prevalent  in  stone  quarries  and  that  thousands  of  bonded  labour 
working in other states were released under the direction of supreme 
court commissioner but no rehabilitation measures have taken place in 
TN. Also there is a high degree of prevalence of bonded labour in stone 
quarries of TN resulting in cruelty to workers especially the women. 
The  previous  Govt  did  survey  involving  the  NGO’s  who  are  not 
connected  with  bonded  labour  hence  the  reality  did  not  come out. 
Hence the New Govt should undertake proper survey involving unions 
connected with bonded labour and provide Release and Rehabilitation 
measures.

19. Thangavel(TRLMCTU) from Karur deposed stating, that there are 
Malpractices in providing maternity benefit to Women Workers.

20. Deivanai,  Vysarpadi,  Chennai  deposed  saying  that  her  late 
husband Mr.Chitravelu had applied in 2009 to become a member in 
TNCWWB,and while waiting indefinitely for the welfare card he expired. 
Hence  she  pleaded  for  Natural  death  assistance  from  the  welfare 
board.

21. K.Ganesan, Chennai District Secretary, NMPS deposed and stated 
that the 42 forms for registration given to welfare board in 2009 are 
still  pending  while  three  of  applicants  have expired  and  also  claim 
applications for Natural death, Maternity, Education, Marriage etc .,are 
pending from 2 to 7 years so a grievance redressal system is required.

22. M.S.Jayalakshmi,  Annai  Ilam  deposed  and  stated  that  Migrant 
Domestic workers are unable to register with the welfare board since 
they do not have a Ration card, when there is sexual harassment on 
the domestic worker and she raises her voice, the employers accuse 
the women of  theft  and victimise  her.  She also  raised the issue of 
pension which is denied to the domestic workers.
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23. Ilayaraja,  District  Secretary  and  Karunanithi  Salt  worker  from 
Marakkanam deposed and stated that Salt workers do hard physical 
work under the hot sun for low wages and get skin disease and loss of 
eye sight and though the Central Govt owns the salt lands and collects 
salt cess , the workers get no benefit. During the monsoon there is no 
employment for even upto six months. Monsoon allowance as in the 
case of  fish workers  should be implemented for  salt  workers and a 
separate welfare board as well as housing.

24. M.S.Antonysamy,  Villupuram,  State  President  TNMWU deposed 
stating that during the previous regime, the welfare board office at the 
District Level, indulged in malpractices and favoured the ruling party 
union and lakhs of rupees were swindled. Registration, Renewals and 
Claims should be carried out by the District office on a seniority bases 
and there should be Transparency and Accountability.

25. K.S.Mani, TNCQRUWU deposed and stated that some of the claim 
applications were not honoured and the welfare card were not returned 
to the applicants as a whole so he pleaded for proper systems and that 
all  eligible  applicants  should  be  given  benefits  and  welfare  cards 
returned.

26. Kannayyan,  Chenji,  Organising  Secretary  NMPS,  deposed  and 
stated  that  in  the  Villupuram  District  office,  applications  for  new 
membership  and claims were long  pending  and the  main  hurdle  in 
registration was the VAO verification system which breeds corruption 
and  delay.  Hence  the  welfare  board  should  not  be  linked  with  the 
revenue department and must be accountable to the members.

27. Dr.D.Gabriele, National Convenor,NAPM deposed and stated that 
there should be no interference of Revenue Dept  in  welfare boards 
and regulation of Employment and Wages as well as resource rights 
and  social  security  ensured for  each large category  of  unorganized 
workers through sectoral welfare boards. She also stated that unlike 
the central act on unorganized workers which is full of deficiencies, TN 
Manual Workers act is an excellent law which can be further improved 
to make it participatory to ensure livelihood rights, decent conditions 
of work and social security.

28. R.Geetha, Secretary NFUL, spoke about the TN Manual Workers 
Act  1982  providing  for  compulsory   registration  of  workers  and 
employers, regulation of employment – wages, working conditions and 
social  security,  but  not  being  implemented  and  separate  welfare 
boards  are  required  for  protection  of  different  categories  of 
unorganized  workers  and  appropriate  schemes  to  be  evolved  and 
implemented in consultation with workers organistions. In the case of 
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construction  workers,  there  are  2  central  laws  which  are  not  being 
implemented in Tamil Nadu.

After the comments of the Judges, Y.Arul Doss delivered the Vote of 
Thanks.
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